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REGIS UNIVERSITY 
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Serving the Regis community since 1888 
Volume 93 , Issue 4 
Working on 
campus after 
graduation 
Brent Vogel 
Contributing Writer 
Are you a senior that loves the col-
lege atmosphere and doesn't know 
what you're going to do when you 
graduate? There is a solution. Work at 
a college. And you don't have to be a 
professor. 
If you like planning parties and 
events, think Student Activities. If you 
like helping people make plans and 
achieve their goals, think Career 
Services or Academic Advising. If you 
enjoy learning and promoting diversi-
ty, think Multicultural Affairs. If you 
want to continue your community 
involvement, think University 
Ministries or Service Learning. 
HOTO BY Ciara Gallagher 
There are many other offices and 
departments to work at in student 
affairs that you may never have consid-
ered. Senator debates at Walker's Pub 
Continued on Page 2 
NEWS/FEATURE 
Project Homeless Connect 
A Denver organization looking 
for volunetters works to end 
homelessness - Page 2 
A Night at the Theatre 
Angelia Shugarts reviews a per-
formance of "Dracula" at the 
Denver Center for Performing 
Arts. - Page 4 
PERSPECTIVES 
Aston Martin Review 
Corey Holton reviews the pow-
erful and sexy Aston Martin V8 
Vantage. - Page 6 
ARTS/CULTURE 
Things to Do in Denver 
Mae Buer outlines some of the 
best places for students to visit 
in the Tennyson area. - Page 11 
SPORTS 
Costume Contest 
The Highlander's annual cos-
tume contest is back - Page 8 
Ciara Gallagher 
Staff Reporter 
Walker's Pub in the Ranger Grille at 
Regis University was the host of a 
much-anticipated debate between the 
District 34 candidates running in the 
upcoming election for senator. 
Sponsored by Regis University 
Democrat Club (RUDC) and Regis 
College Republicans (RCR), the debate 
came at a critical point in the election 
campaign, just two weeks shy of 
Election Day. 
As November 2 approaches Regis 
University students, faculty, as well as 
the public, were invited to listen to a 
discussion and debate on the most 
pressing issues of the day involving our 
economy between Democratic candi-
date Lucia Guzman and Republican 
candidate Derec Shuler. 
The two candidates began with 
opening statements about themselves 
and segued into two questions asked 
from the Regis University Democrat 
Club and two questions asked from the 
Regis College Republican's. The ques-
tions asked touched on a variety of 
subjects. The RUDC's questions 
regarded student loans and homosexu-
ality in politics. The RCR's questions 
ranged from how to create new jobs in 
Colorado to the newly passed Tabor 
Law. 
Following the formal discussion 
panel, audience members were 
allowed to ask their own questions. 
Important issues such as education in 
Colorado and tax problems were dis-
cussed by both candidates. After the 
hour-long debate concluded, many 
issues continued to be talked about on 
the KRCX radio station for another 
hour. This event was hosted by the two 
club presidents, Jimmy Sengenberger 
with the RCR and Sam Bailey with the 
RUDC. 
Ghost riding the whip: colleges and universities 
exploring car rental program for students 
Ross Lehuta 
Staff Reporter 
A new trend is sweeping college and 
university campuses around the 
nation: rental car programs. A number 
of universities and colleges are starting 
pilot programs that allow students to 
rent cars at an hourly or daily rate. 
Providing students with on-campus 
rental programs gives students the 
opportunity to explore alternative 
means for transportation that bikes 
and buses cannot provide. 
The pilot program at University of 
Oklahoma, named WeCar, allows stu-
dents to rent cars at a rate of $8 to $12 
or a daily rate of $55 to $65. According 
the WeCar program students must be 
18 and older and have a valid driver's 
license to become a member. Students 
who qualify for a membership must 
pay a $35 fee giving them 24 hour 
access to the cars for a entire year. 
Those who are under 21 must have 
parental consent and basic insurance, benefit that more students would not 
while those over 21 WeCar will provide feel the need to have a car on campus if 
insurance in case of any accident. A there was a low-cost option for them to 
similar program started Binghamton rent a car through the school. This 
University, in New York, gives stu- could help assuage parking problems 
Providing students with on-campus rental programs 
gives students the opportunity to explore alternative 
means for transportation ... 
dents the same basic opportunities 
with a slightly cheaper rate of $6 to $8 
and a member fee of $25. 
Both programs use Hybrid or 
Fusion cars, maintaining an environ-
mentally conscious approach to trans-
portation. The aforementioned univer-
sities have relatively large programs 
with a range of 18-25 cars for a large 
population of students. While Regis is 
a small student body with many stu-
dents already having or using cars, 
there is a benefit to exploring the idea 
of including it at Regis. 
Additionally, there is the potential 
on campus, as well as promote an envi-
ronmentally friendly atmosphere. 
Regis students expressed interest in 
using the cars to travel to the moun-
tains to ski/snowboard, drive to 
Boulder for the day, go out to dinner, 
visit family in Colorado, or simply to 
run errands. 
What do you think-is this an 
option that you as a student would use 
and benefit from? Should we explore 
the possibilities of creating a similar 
program at Regis? Submit your opin-
ions and idea on this issue to 
highlandersubs@grnail.com 
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Working on campus 
ties attached to graduate programs will 
allow you to sample different student 
affairs offices in case you have not nar-
rowed your focus to a specific depart-
Continued from Front Page 
The National Association of 
Student Personnel Administrators 
(NASPA) simply states that working in 
student affairs makes a difference in 
the lives of college students. 
That is why I got involved in stu-
dent affairs. I drifted through my 
undergraduate experience and didn't 
get involved on campus. I wanted to 
help students like myself get more out 
of their college experience, so I applied 
to a student affairs graduate program 
to learn more. 
Throughout my graduate and pro-
fessional experience I have worked in 
several different departments within 
student affairs at several different col-
leges. 
Each office I have worked in has 
given me the opportunity to help stu-
dents in a variety of ways, and to work 
with and get to know students, faculty 
and staff around the campus commu-
nity. 
Getting started in student affairs 
usually means selecting a graduate 
program and continuing your educa-
tion. The good news is graduate pro-
grams in student affairs offer every-
thing you need to get started in the 
field, and there are plenty of opportu-
nities all over the country. 
Often programs are connected to 
several graduate assistantship oppor-
tunities that allow you to gain the prac-
tical experience in a student affairs 
department of your choice. 
Assistantships usually mean working 
around 20 hours a week in an office 
while reaping the benefits of tuition 
reimbursement, on-campus living 
opportunities and meal plans which 
will lessen or eliminate additional stu-
dent loans. Also, internship opportuni-
ment. 
Remember, since student affairs is 
all about working at a college, graduate 
programs will give you several oppor-
tunities for assistantships, internships 
and networking opportunities while 
you're attending classes and complet-
ing the requirements for your degree. 
In the end, working in student 
affairs is demanding and you must 
make sacrifices, especially with your 
schedule. I believe the challenges that 
accompany a career in student affairs 
are well worth it because of the fulfill-
ment student affairs professionals feel 
when they make a difference in a stu-
dent's life. 
Project Homeless Connect works to end homelessness 
in the Denver metro area 
Candace Powell 
Staff Reporter 
Food, haircuts, legal advice, you 
name it Project Homeless Connect 
goes out of their way to offer some of 
life's simple necessities to the home-
less twice a year. The next event will be 
held on Oct. 29, 2010 at the Auraria 
Campus in Denver. 
Project Homeless Connect is part 
of a 10-year plan to end homelessness 
in Denver known as Denver's Road 
Home. According to denversroad-
home.org there are over 10,000 home-
less people in the Metro area. The city 
of Denver has been spending over $70 
million annually on shelter, home care 
and other services without creating a 
long-term solution. Denver's Road 
Horne hopes to provide an effective 
response that will save taxpayers 
money. 
Denver's Road Home is starting 
with small steps such as events like 
Project Homeless Connect. The goal at 
this event is to get the homeless back 
on their feet and into the working field. 
The program does this by offering the 
homeless an opportunity to get identi-
fication and housing and job assis-
tance. 
Katie Symons, a contractor for 
Denver's Road Home pointed out, "It's 
a great way to give folks something to 
walk away with at the end of the day 
that will help them down their path 
toward self-sufficiency." 
Photo from www.denversroadhome.org 
Denver's Road Home works to end homlessness in Denver. 
In previous events, Project 
Homeless Connect has had anywhere 
from 600-800 clients. The goal is for 
each client to walk away with 1-3 tangi-
ble services. These services can include 
anything from basic health care, which 
is provided by Regis nursing students 
and faculty, to clothing and food. 
In order to reach the needs of the 
clients, Project Homeless Connect tries 
to recruit 800 volunteers for the event. 
Most volunteers come from local uni-
versities and businesses. In the past a 
large amount of volunteers have come 
from Regis University, Denver 
University, and Comcast. This year the 
program is partnering with 
Metropolitan State College, the 
Community College of Denver, and 
University of Colorado Denver, which 
will offer a majority of the volunteers. 
When asked about volunteering 
for Project Homeless Connect, Regis 
freshman Anne Marie Destruel men-
tioned, "I think it opens my eyes to the 
community outside of Denver and 
helps get me involved. I hope to come 
back feeling like I made a difference to 
at least one homeless person." 
This event not only gives the 
homeless a chance to connect with 
needed services, but it also opens the 
eyes of the Denver community. 
Symons says, " This event gives the 
Denver community the chance to real-
ly make a difference in addressing 
homelessness. It gives volunteers a 
chance to put a name to the "face" of 
homelessness." 
Regis celebrates Fr. Shelton's latest publication 
Kelly Rogers 
Staff Reporter 
Several faculty members and stu-
dents gathered in the Fireside Lounge 
of the Dayton Memorial Library Oct 
14th to celebrate the release of 
Dr./Father Shelton's new book "The 
Gratitude Factor: Enhancing Your Life 
Through Grateful Living." The book 
(Shelton's tenth, in fact) explores the 
importance of gratitude on a personal 
and spiritual scale through Shelton's 
insightful signature blend of theology 
and psychology. 
"Grateful people are happy, 
healthy, and whole," remarked 
Shelton, whose past publications 
include "Achieving Moral Health: An 
Exercise Plan for Your Conscience," as 
well as "Morality and the Adolescent: A 
Pastoral Psychology Approach." 
"It's hard notto be overwhelmed," said 
Associate Dean and Philosophy 
Professor Dr. Adkins, referring to her 
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colleague's many accomplishments 
and contributions to the Regis commu-
nity. "He has such a true sense of cura 
personalis- of the care of the whole 
person," she observed. 
Dr. Shelton, a Professor of 
Psychology and faculty member since 
1988, said he hopes the concept of 
grateful living will resonate with read-
ers of all generations. "Many people 
today are defined by things like mate-
rial success and status," he said during 
the reception. "So many young people 
are always jumping from one thing to 
another ... but gratitude takes disci-
pline, it takes reflection-which is the 
heart of being." 
Dr. Shelton will once again feature 
at this spring's "Catholicism in the 
Modern World" series. His book "The 
Gratitude Factor: Enhancing Your Life 
Through Grateful Living" is available 
at local bookstores and amazon.com. 
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A night at the theatre. .. 
Bang Bang You're Dead! The journey of a young killer 
Photo by Angela Shugarts 
The 73rd Avenue Theatre Company is located in Westminster on the corner of 
73rd Avenue and Lowell Blvd, two blocks from Federal Blvd. 
Amber Alarid 
Editor-in-Chief 
Bang Bang You're Dead! The title 
alone is enough to spark controversy. 
The hope however is that the contro-
versy will turn into a dialogue about 
the ongoing issue of school violence. 
It took Director Ellen Farnsworth 
seven years to find someone willing to 
help her produce this play because of 
its controversial nature. Finally she 
found support from Maru Garcia, who 
helped Farnsworth bring the play to 
the stage at the 73rd Avenue Theatre 
Company. The show premiered at a 
small nearby theatre on Friday Oct. 1, 
2010. 
The fictional account of shooter 
Josh, played by Bennett Batten, pres-
ents the often unseen side of the story 
as told by the killer. Originally pro-
duced in 1999, the play centers around 
one character, a jailed minor, Josh, 
responsible for the murder of six peo-
ple; four of the victims were class-
mates, two were his own parents. 
Once in prison, he is haunted by the 
students he murdered, being forced to 
confront his actions and the reason he 
took the next step toward violence. 
The most prominent questions from 
the victims is "Why?" 
Because of the poignant content 
the actors and the director all took 
time after the show to answer ques-
tions from the audience. Questions 
were raised about acting techniques, 
past experience and connection to the 
storyline. The actors confessed to hav-
ing felt a connection to events such as 
Columbine because they were in high 
school at the time or had high school 
age children. 
Sniffles could be heard from the 
audience and the actors alike, as some 
choked back tears to get through the 
discussion about the state of the school 
system here in Colorado both before 
and after Columbine. Classrooms 
implemented emergency plans, class-
room locks and what some reffered to 
as "Columbine" phones in an effort to 
keep children safe and accounted for 
should another school shooting occur. 
However, the typically overlooked 
issue of the shooter himself was also 
addressed through the play and the 
discussion. Audience members were 
asked to think long and hard aboutour 
responsibility as a society to "at risk: 
students" before they ever take the 
next step toward violence, and the way 
we look at tragedy. 
Not only were the lives of several 
unsuspecting teens and the boys par-
ents lost the day Josh took a gun from 
his home and went on a shooting 
spree, but Josh's future was also lost. 
The play takes us on his journey after 
the shooting to realize the loss of his 
own childhood. 
School violence is an issue covered 
often in the media, and something we 
are all encouraged to do something 
about. The play offers insight into how 
we can help and signs we can look for. 
For more information about this 
play or others offered at the 73rd 
Avenue Theatre Company, call 
(720)276-6936 or by visiting 
www.the73rdavenuetheatrecompany.c 
om. 
Photo by Angela Shugarts 
Josh sits in jail haunted by the students he killed in school. 
Doubt: Controversy and scandal in the Catholic Church 
Amber Alarid 
Editor-in-Chief 
Sept. 30, 2010, the night before 
the premier of Doubt at The Dairy 
Center for the Arts in Boulder, I got the 
opportunity to witness the first per-
formance in front of an audience. 
With only four characters and a 
limited number of props, the actors we 
able to bring the story to life and trans-
port the audience to a small Catholic 
school and church in the 1960s. Never 
having seen the play or the recent 
Hollywood film starring Meryl Streep 
and Phillip Seymour Hoffman, my 
The story centers on accusations of 
scandal in the Catholic Church and a 
small school within a parish, and the 
ways in which the characters perceive 
the current state of their congregation 
and school. The viewer was taken on 
an emotional roller coaster as each 
character makes shocking revelations 
about their feelings and suspicions, as 
well as their intentions behind defend-
ing people or trying to prove ill charac-
ter, with child welfare at the center of 
the dilemma. 
Left with a cliffhanger of an end-
ing, I was forced to consider my own 
values, actions, and judgments. 
I was drawn in by the distinctly human 
experience of the feeling of doubt: doubting 
faith, relationships, choices, and above all 
the judgments we make. 
mind was open and I followed the story 
diligently as each plot twist unfolded. 
I was drawn in by the distinctly 
human experience of the feeling of 
doubt: doubting faith, relationships, 
choices, and above all the judgments 
we make. Doubt plagued each charac-
ter as they examined what constitutes 
an "appropriate" relationship with stu-
dents as a teacher, principal, and a 
priest. 
Whether of the Catholic faith or not, 
the viewer is able to examine scandal 
as well as personal accusations 
through a powerful narrative. 
At what age does is a child able to 
speak on behalf of their own well 
being? How close is too close? How 
could God allow his followers to falter 
so? These questions and more are 
seared into my brain after seeing the 
play, giving me a framework to judge 
Photo by Amber Alarid 
The program for Doubt features a common sym-
bol of faith and prayer for the Catholic Church: 
the rosary. 
myself before others. 
The Dairy Center houses theatre, 
dance, and music productions, and art 
exhibits among its impressive array of 
cultural displays. For an up to date 
performance schedule or to learn more 
about the historic dairy, visit 
www.thedairy.org or call (303)440-
7826. 
The Dairy Theatre 
The Dairy Center for the Arts, 
originally known as the Watts-Hardy 
Dairy was a dairy storage facility and 
processing plant. In 1987 the Dairy 
began on the path to what it is today, 
when it was converted into an event 
space, thus explaining the name of the 
venue. 
Concessions are offered and 
guests are encouraged to mingle the 
arts galleries and open spaces of the 
Dairy before theatrical performances. 
With deals such as student prices, sea-
son tickets, or "Thrifty Thursday" 
prices offered for some events, gallery 
entry included with ticket purchase, 
and free parking there is plenty left 
over in a thrifty budget for a hot cup of 
tea or a candy bar from the conces-
sions stand. Audience members are 
sometimes even offered deals at local 
eateries or the like with ticket stubs, 
as an incentive from Dairy sponsors in 
the neighborhood. 
In some cases ticket stubs can be 
used for credit toward the purchase of 
season tickets. 
The Dairy is located at 2590 
Walnut St. in Boulder Colorado about 
30 minutes north of Regis University. 
Directions to the Dairy are offered on 
the website (www.thedairy.org). 
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A review of recent plaps and musicals 
Dracula, a classic tale to kick off the Halloween season 
Angela Shugarts 
Associate Editor 
It's Halloween season but it seems 
vampires are everywhere and cooler 
than ever. "All at once, coffins are cool; 
black is the new black; and your date 
for the senior prom died in 1919," 
writes Dan Sullivan, director of the 
Eugene O'Neill Theater Center's 
National Critics Institute. From the 
infamous characters in Twilight to 
True Blood to The Vampire Diaries, 
audiences are fascinated with this 
lonely, blood-sucking, ambiguous fig-
ure. So it is no surprise that Dracula, 
the most prestigious figure in all the 
vampire community takes center stage 
at the Denver Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
The play started with Bram 
Stoker's 1897 novel Dracula. The play 
is a theatrical masterpiece that fills 
audiences with fright, excitement, 
anticipation and laughter. Directed by 
Gavin Cameron-Webb, the demonic 
Dracula, like the looming fog that cov-
ers the stage, seeps into the audience 
imagination, capturing them along 
with his other victims. 
The play tells of two young wome 
who fall victim to the Counts spell 
while the gallant men risk everything 
they have, including their lives, to save 
them. The spectacular tale unfolds 
from a series of written letters that 
may well be actual transcripts from an 
official investigation into the terrifying 
Photo by Angela Shugarts 
The classic story of Dracula returns to the Denver Center for Performing Arts for a limited time to get audiences ready for 
the Halloween holiday fast approaching. 
... an excellent representation of the classic 
blood-thirsty tale that leaves audiences 
hearts pounding. 
events that occurred at Carfax Manor 
in London. Not only does this add to 
the story's credibility "on the stage as 
well as the page" but creates an 
ambiguous, obscure, cold yet titillating 
environment for viewers. 
From explosive fireworks to blood 
curdling screams to the dead silence of 
night, the performance will take you on 
a roller coaster of emotions. 
Young Jonathan Harker visits the 
Count at this eerie castle dwelling 
where he quickly realizes that some of 
the Counts behaviors extend beyond 
scientific explanation. "For director 
Cameron-Webb, this is one of Stoker's 
major themes ... the 'arrogance' of mod-
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ern science (including ours?) when 
confronted by a phenomenon that 
can't be measured" writes Sullivan. But 
Dracula's arch-enemy and heroic sci-
entists Dr. Van Helsing, doesn't dis-
credit the protective powers of garlic 
cloves and holy water nor the lumines-
cent existence of evil. 
Stoker's traditional treatment of 
Dracula is certainly different from the 
handsome and friendly vampire fig-
ures contemporary society knows 
today but the play is an excellent rep-
resentation of the classic blood-thirsty 
tale that leaves audiences hearts 
pounding. 
... a theatrical masterpiece that fills audi-
ences with frig ht, excitement, anticipation 
and laughter. 
You have demonstrated a strong commitment 
to the ASN values of scholarship, loyalty and 
service to the Regis and outside community. 
New members will be officially inducted into 
the organization on 
Sunday December 12, 2010 
St. John Francis Regis Chapel 
1:00 p.m. 
Sincerely, 
Angela Shugarts 
ASN Chapter President 
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The bachelor's degree: a solid investment in your future 
Richard DelliVeneri 
Director of Career Services 
at a shoe store instead of her chosen of August 2010, the median duration This article has focused on pro-
field of architecture, most other college of unemployment for the laid-off col- rooting the economic value of a bache-
grads will also fail to find work in their Iege grads was 18-4 weeks, compared lo r's degree. But that isn't the only way 
The last edition of the Highlander fields of study and be relegated to to 27.5 weeks for high school grads. to value it. As Kelly Rogers so aptly 
featured an article written by Kelly working for a low wage. From this And among the 5.2 million American pointed out in her Highlander article, 
Rogers that raised questions about the generalization, it's easy to conclude the workers 25-and-older who have been there is so much more. A college edu-
value of a bachelor's degree, especially bachelor's degree may not have the out of work six months or more, only cation isn't juSt an inveStment to gen-
in the context of the economic condi- economic value that was expected. 19% are college graduates. Once again, erate the prospect of greater earnings 
ced th th · th "b' · tu " stati·sti·cs confirm and better J. ob security - it's also an tions we are currently facing. Kelly is When we are fa wi e llllages ese 1g pie re 
not alone in wondering how much from these anecdotal stories, we need the value of having a college degree investment in yourself. The knowledge 
value her bachelor's degree will have to ask questions and carefully examine over navigating the labor market with- and experience gained can help you 
when she graduates and embarks on a the issue. The anecdote represents a out one. better understand yourself, the world, 
h if t and your place in it, all to the ultimate A college education isn't just an investment to generate t e prospect o grea er earn- benefit of helping you live your life 
ings and better job security - it's also an investment in yourself. more fully and with greater personal 
job search. This topic has become a narrow snapshot. A broader perspec- When it comes to earnings, college satisfaction. 
hot issue among recent college grads tive is often necessary to more fully graduates also outpace those with only By the way, for those of you who 
who have had difficulty making the understand an issue. That is certainly a high school diploma. The Dougherty are concerned about the challenging 
transition from school to the world of the case when it comes to the econom- article points out that people with a job market, please make the effort to 
work due to the impact of the Great ic value of a bachelor's degree. four-year college degree make, on visit us at Career Services. Like the 
Recession and the painfully slow eco- Let's start with some unemploy- average, 64 percent more than those bachelor's degree, using Career 
nomic recovery that has followed. ment statistics. According to an article with only a high school education. Services can have a tangible economic 
The level of anxiety among college authored by Conor Dougherty that was That is a considerable wage premium benefit for you. A recent survey by the 
students who are facing the prospect of recently posted to the online edition of for college grads, even though it hasn't National Association of Colleges and 
entering the labor force in the immedi- The Wall Street Journal, the unem- climbed much since 2001. Employers (NACE) generated statis-
ate future is understandably raised ployment rate for workers 25-and- Taken together, all of these statis- tics showing that the likelihood of a 
when they hear stories of recent grads older with a bachelor's or higher tics make the case for placing value on student getting a job offer increased 
who are struggling to find work that degree was 4.6 percent in August 2010, a college education from an economic with the frequency of career center 
relates to their college major. compared with a rate of 10.3 percent perspective. Increased earning power use. 
The Highlander article included Pursue your own interests so you can count yourself among the positive statistics ... 
the story of a CU Boulder grad with a 
degree in architecture who is working 
as a sales associate in a shoe store. 
These real-life stories have a way of fix-
ing our attention on an issue. They 
offer a three-dimensional reality to 
problems that are the focus of media 
attention. Unfortunately, they can also 
become a tempting invitation to 
extrapolate the anecdote into a general 
principle that applies in every circum-
stance. In the case of the CU Boulder 
grad, that could translate into a reason 
for believing that since she is working 
for those with just a high school diplo-
ma. This gap of 5.7 percent has more 
than doubled since December 2007, 
when the recession began. At that time 
the gap was 2.6 percent. These statis-
tics strongly support the notion that a 
bachelor's degree can have material 
value in improving the fortunes of 
Americans in good economic times, 
and even more so in bad times. 
The Dougherty article also cited 
statistics that showed laid-off college 
graduates tend to find work faster. As 
and the prospect of being more likely 
to remain employed, or to sooner 
regain employment in difficult eco-
nomic times, should be recognized as 
tangible benefits for obtaining a col-
lege degree. We must also acknowl-
edge that the nature of our economy 
has dramatically shifted from manu-
facturing-based to service/knowledge-
based. The jobs being created by this 
economy necessarily require the edu-
cation and training that comes from 
higher education. 
The same survey also showed that 
use of the career center resulted in 
higher median salaries, and that the 
median salaries climbed with 
increased use. So, don't be over-
whelmed by the anecdotal stories you 
hear about the difficult job market . 
Pursue your own interests so that you 
can count yourself among the positive 
statistics cited in the Dougherty article. 
Visit Career Services early and often to 
maximize the value of the degree you 
are earning. 
The road to Regis:story of a transfer student Car review: 2010 Aston Martin VS Vantage 
Kelly Rogers 
Staff Writer 
I applied to five colleges during my 
senior year of high school. Regis was-
n't one of them. On August 23, 2008, 
I found myself flying from Denver to 
Detroit to begin school at Hillsdale 
College in the-middle-of-nowhere, 
Michigan, accompanied by my mother 
and about 100 pounds of baggage. 
Exactly a week later, I boarded a plane 
with a one-way ticket back home, three 
months of depression to look forward 
to and a quite uncertain educational 
future. 
I had been actively recruited by 
Hillsdale College, an institution which 
The National Review once dubbed "a 
citadel of American conservatism" and 
which enjoys high rankings by both the 
US News and World Report and 
Forbes magazine. Their political sci-
ence program is regarded as a pipeline 
into conservative national politics, and 
their student body is well-known for 
being one of the "most religious" in the 
country. 
Writing all of this makes me won-
der what the hell I was thinking as I 
pursued the promise of Hillsdale, but 
in all honesty, it wasn't so much what I 
was thinking as what I was NOT think-
ing that lead to my short, seven-day 
stint in the southern, Amish-populated 
hills of The Great Lakes State. 
It wasn't the dismal dorms, cold 
weather, or unappetizing food that 
drove me from Hillsdale. It wasn't the 
scandalized looks I received from other 
students when I admitted I wasn't sure 
if marriage and babies sounded like a 
great post-college career plan, or the 
way one Creationist kid from Georgia 
tried to convince me that Dinosaurs 
and Humans co-existed. Corey Holton 
It wasn't the awkward way the News Editor 
iiber-conservative homeschooled kids 
socialized, the three pompous orienta-
tion speeches given by President Arnn 
or even the fact that the college does 
not make contraceptives, pregnancy 
tests or even STD screening available 
to their student population ("[ which 
would be] the means to an end we 
don't support," said the Hillsdale Dean 
of Women recently to their student 
newspaper) that made me nauseous 
every day I woke up in dreary McIntyre 
Hall. 
No, it wasn't even the fact that the 
College's Board of Trustees recently 
published official guidelines on moral-
ity which indirectly condemn the pres-
ence of homosexual students on cam-
pus, or that in their desperation to 
emotionally and mentally escape from 
the Hell that has become their college 
years, a faction of students take part in 
an underground hard-core drug ring, 
that made me leave. 
While these were all contributing 
factors (as you can imagine), what 
made me withdraw from Hillsdale 
College on Wednesday, August 27, 
2008 was the realization that, to stay 
and succeed at Hillsdale, I would have 
to change everything about myself. 
In retrospect, leaving Hillsdale 
doesn't seem like such a big deal. At 
the time, however, I felt like the most 
miserable failure the world had ever 
seen. How could I have done that to 
myself? How could I have failed in 
choosing a college that would be com-
patible with who I am and how I want-
ed to grow? I didn't trust myself or my 
judgment after returning from my 
SeePage 7 
The 2010 Aston Martin VS 
Vantage is considered one of the finest 
examples of a gentleman's racing car. 
It's stylish without being too ostenta-
tious. It's comfortable enough to drive 
on the road, while powerful enough to 
knock your bones loose. If Sylvester 
Stallone and the Queen of England had 
a child, this would be it. 
The Vantage packs a monster 4.71 
VS engine that produces 420 horse-
power and can accelerate from a dead 
stop to 60 MPH in just over four sec-
onds. On the outside of the car, the 
taillights are clear, much like this car's 
more expensive sibling, the DBS. The 
car also sits very low to the ground and 
has a wider stance than the smaller 
DB9, giving it an exceptionally aggres-
sive and sporty look. 
The VS Vantage is not flashy, 
which might explain why it hasn't 
become popular with professional ath-
letes and attention starved· hip-hop 
artists. Leave the Lamborghini and 
Ferrari to Soulja Boy, because the 
Aston Martin is a work of art, not a 
fashion accessory. 
Inside the VS Vantage, which you 
may think has been designed by an 
obsessive compulsive German, every-
thing is made perfectly. Every piece 
fits, and there is no plastic to be found. 
There was an abundance of suede, 
leather and aluminum. It was like a 
symphony of textural bliss. I was also 
impressed at how simple everything 
was. Aston Martin truly designs their 
cars to be driven, not to sit in a garage. 
The buttons, controls and knobs were 
exactly where you would expect them 
to be, and the ergonomics were perfect. 
At a price tag pushing $2ook, one 
would expect nothing less than a high 
level of craftsmanship. 
When you slip into the Vantage 
and insert the key fob into the dash, 
the instrument panel comes alive, and 
the words "Power, Soul, Beauty" 
appear on the screen. You are immedi-
ately taken aback by the sheer sound of 
the huge VS starting. It is enough to 
rattle windows and make babies cry. 
The Aston Martin features an automat-
ic/manual transmission with paddle 
shifters, which may be a turn off to rac-
ing purists, but the system takes very 
little time to get used to. After putting 
my foot down on the brake and disen-
gaging the parking brake, I pressed a 
round D on the dash, which put the car 
in drive. I was in no way prepared for 
the sheer power of this machine. 
Using the paddle shifters to shift 
the Vantage into second and third, 
after a few seconds, we were merging 
onto the interstate at a brisk 80 MPH. 
The Vantage is as tame as any luxury 
sedan while cruising, but when you put 
your foot down, you can really feel the 
raw power running through you. I was 
forcefully pressed back into the soft 
suede racing seats as I passed car after 
car. 
I took this Vantage to a private 
road that had a balance of curves and 
straight sections so we could really see 
how it performed. I drove to the end of 
a straight strip of pavement and turned 
the Vantage around. For the first run, I 
left the Vantage in automatic mode, so 
I would not have to worry about shift-
ing with the paddles. 
See Page 7 
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Transfer student continued from page 6 
higher education misadventure, and my choice of Regis, and nothing about 
there was a period of time when I was that long-ago week of doom defines my 
honestly unsure if I even had the emo- present or future. I won't get carried 
tional capacity to go to college. Enter away in extolling the praises of Regis 
Regis. (many though they are). Instead I will 
I can't remember exactly how I skip to the highest praise I can think of 
decided to apply to Regis-that period for this school, and that is the fact that 
of time is a little hazy in my memory, other than being refreshingly sane 
buried under mounds of Hillsdale- Regis is a place where students can b~ 
induced uncertainty and disappoint- who they are. 
ment-but I do remember the surging "Hillsdale: it's the people" is one of 
feeling ofhope I got every time I called my closeted skeleton's mottos, but fve 
the Admissions Office, flipped through always noticed they fail to mention 
an old Regis Bulletin or wondered whether these "people" make or break 
aloud to my parents what being a stu- their institution. Regis, on the other 
dent at Regis could mean. hand, could not be clearer about her 
Regis was exactly what I needed at people and their role: we are men and 
Regis ... could not be clearer about her people and their role: 
we are men and women in the service of others and we care 
for the whole person, the whole community and the whole 
world. 
exactly the time I needed it. It gave me 
something to focus on, look forward to 
and wish for in that period of time I 
now refer to as my "lost semester." 
After what felt like months (though it 
was probably only two or three weeks), 
I received my acceptance letter from 
Regis and the go-ahead to begin in 
January of 2009, along with efferves-
cent excitement at the idea that my life 
wasn't ruined after all. (I know that 
may seem like an over-the-top reaction 
to entering the institution we all take 
for granted now, but you have to 
remember the circumstance.) 
The rest-as is often said-is histo-
ry. I gradually adjusted to life at Regis 
while my Hillsdale experience faded 
into the past, where it resides as a hazy 
bad dream-one that doesn't even 
show on my transcript. My mistake in 
choosing Hillsdale was not repeated in 
women in the service of others and we 
care for the whole person, the whole 
community, and the whole world. We 
demonstrate passion for life, compas-
sion for others and a respect of the 
individuality and dignity of all. We 
acknowledge real life and its messiness 
and complexity. We strive to exist out-
side of any sort of "bubble." We 
believe in the power of community, the 
necessity of discussion and in the 
deserved respect of others, and we 
fight for the good we know exists in the 
world. In short, "it's the people" who 
make up our school, but in the most 
positive, right and true sense. 
Although school is school and 
some days we may wake up less-than-
enthused to be in our morning class, I 
can't help but smile at the fact that I 
am a Regis student. Trust me, it 
means a whole lot. 
Car review continued from page 6 
From a dead standstill, I pressed 
the accelerator completely to the floor 
and heard the engine roar. The trac-
tion control system was working over-
time to keep the wheels from spinning, 
and the car lurched to 60 MPH after a 
quick four seconds. Hearing the sound 
of the engine combined with seeing 
how fast the terrain disappears in your 
mirror evokes a sort of primal urge to 
go faster. The steering wheel and accel-
erator seem to be natural extensions of 
your body. I accelerated to over 100 
MPH in no time at all before slowing 
down to test this beast of a machine in 
the curves. 
This particular road had a sign 
that advised drivers to take the turn at 
40 MPH, but the Vantage had no prob-
lem doing this at 80 MPH. The grip 
from the wide Pirelli tires around the 
corners was enough to melt your face 
off. It seemed as if you could go as fast 
as you'd like and turn as hard as you 
wished, and it would never break trac-
tion. The stability was nothing short of 
incredible. One cannot help but smile 
when you feel how nimble this coupe 
is. 
I was thoroughly impressed with 
how well the Vantage performed in 
automatic, and I wanted to test out the 
paddle shifting system. There is no 
clutch to step on, as is the case with a 
traditional manual gearbox. The driver 
of the Vantage is only responsible for 
pulling on the aluminum levers behind 
the steering wheel to shift the trans-
mission, and some sort of witchcraft 
beneath the hood takes care of the rest. 
The system worked flawlessly, and 
being able to control the shifting 
myself, I was able to squeeze just a bit 
more power out of the engine before 
each shift. 
As I drove the car back from the 
private road, it felt as if I was sitting in 
a luxury sedan, yet I was still tingling 
from how impressive the Vantage was. 
It was hard to believe that minutes 
before, I was nearly sideways in my 
seat cornering at high speeds and 
accelerating at full throttle. This car is 
absolutely brilliant, and I didn't feel 
too flashy driving it. 
Despite its proximity to perfection, 
I did have a few qualms with the 
Vantage. I'm not very fond of the key 
fob. Most newer cars, even lower end 
Nissans, allow you to keep the key in 
your pocket and press a button to start 
the car. Also, having the buttons for 
the automatic transmission on top of 
the center console is odd. It's almost as 
if the engineers at Aston Martin could-
n't find a place to put them, so they 
were just stuck there. I would have 
preferred a gear lever rather than but-
tons. 
Even with these few shortcomings, 
this is an amazing vehicle. The VB 
Vantage is a new breed of understated 
sexy. It's the perfect blend of teeth 
gnashing, wheel skidding power and 
plush luxury. You can finally have a 
thoroughbred racing car without look-
ing like an imbecile. 
Next issue Corey will review the 
Bentley Continental GTC. 
The problem 
explanations 
with supernatural 
Michael DeGregori 
Sta.ff Writer 
I have always been fascinated and 
excited by concepts of the supernatu-
ral. I was a die-hard fan of the Harry 
Potter and Lord of the Rings book 
series, an avid follower of The X-Files 
and Fringe television shows and will 
even sometimes brave the terrible 
writing and subpar acting of the televi-
sion show Supernatural in lack of a 
preferable alternative. However, as 
interesting as I find sorcery, ghosts, 
monsters and psychics, I prefer that 
these concepts remain securely locked 
within the realm of fiction. It is when 
they escape into the explanations for 
real-world phenomena that things 
start to get ridiculous. 
One good example of this is the 
rise in popularity of homeopathic med-
icine. Homeopathy asserts that water 
has memory of different things it has 
been in contact with, and that this can 
be used to turn it into a treatment by 
diluting chemicals that cause certain 
symptoms in water into such low levels 
they essentially don't exist in the solu-
tion anymore, and then using the pre-
pared water to treat patients for the 
before-mentioned symptoms. 
Despite the fact that no evidence 
has ever indicated that an oxygen atom 
bonded with two hydrogen atoms will 
memorize and imitate chemicals they 
come in contact with, or the fact that if 
water did do this then drinking any 
water would have noticeable side 
effects, many people still seek out 
homeopathic treatment because of its 
mysterious and semi-mystical quality, 
the same thing that makes books and 
TV shows about the supernatural so 
appealing to me. But this doesn't 
change the fact that they are paying 
large amounts of money to drink 
water. 
Yes, it is true that the universe 
contains a near limitless number of 
secrets that science and human know!-
edge has yet to uncover. And yes, it is 
impossible to rule out that things such 
as psychics, ghosts and unicorns do 
truly exist within this realm of the cur-
rently unknown. 
But just because something is 
unknown or unexplained does not jus-
tify substituting ignorance of the ori-
gins of an event for whatever supernat-
ural explanation is culturally popular 
at the time. A chair appearing to move 
on its own accord is no more evidence 
for the presence of a ghost than it is for 
an invisible leprechaun, and the fact 
that the ghost explanation for such 
events is more popular does not make 
it more likely. The chair could have 
moved for an infinite number of 
unknown or unseen reasons, and to 
revert to one without evidence indicat-
ing that it is so is irrational. 
To switch to a supernatural expla-
nation when faced with the unknown 
and unexplained brings an end to any 
true investigation into the matter. 
Supernatural explanations are 
untestable because by definition they 
do not rely on logic or the laws of 
nature, and the forces that the phe-
nomena are attributed to are too intan-
gible to directly observe. If a non-
supernatural explanation exists, 
assume a supernatural explanation 
hinders its discovery. Imagine where 
our civilization would be now if ancient 
scientists had assumed that lightning, 
disease and droughts were the symp-
toms of displeased gods and no one 
had ever pushed the matter further. 
I do not think that a skeptical view 
of the world around us makes the uni-
verse seem any less wondrous and 
awe-inspiring. The unknown has limit-
less possibilities, many of which we as 
humans will be barely able to compre-
hend. It is possible in the future that 
human will be able to unlock and 
reveal some of the deeper secrets of the 
world around us, and hopefully what 
we find will be much more amazing 
than leprechauns and unicorns. 
If you're dazed by development 
or confused about commas, visit the 
Regis Writing Center 
We'll help you construct a thesis, untangle your organization, 
cite your sources-or work on whatever you want 
All writers need feedback! 
Regis Writing Center 
Loyola 1 • 303-458-4039 
www.regis.edu/writingcenter 
Appointments 
are 
strongly recommended. 
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September stu-
dent atheletes 
of the month 
Katie King 
Staff Writer 
On Oct 11, the Regis University 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee 
(SAAC) named their September 
Student-Athletes of the Month. 
September's recipients are sophomore 
Taylor Diem of the men's soccer team 
and freshman Christy Henzgen of the 
volleyball team. They are both the first 
to be named student-athletes of the 
month in the 2010 season. 
Photo by Jeremy Phillips 
Sophomore Taylor Diem 
Taylor Diem 
Taylor Diem is a native of 
Middleton, Wisconsin and a transfer 
from Hofstra University in New York. 
Diem has spent a majority of the sea-
son contributing to the defensive end 
of the field where the Rangers have 
allowed only 13 goals in 14 games. 
Diem has not only proved himself as a 
defensive force, but showed offensive 
prowess in four games this season 
scoring 5 goals-the third highest on 
the team. 
Photo by Jeremy Phillips 
Freshman Christy Henzgen 
Christy Henzgen 
Christy Henzgen is a freshman 
from Agoura Hills, California. She has 
started in all 21 matches she's played 
in and leads the team in kills and total 
attacks with 285 and 839, respectively. 
She plans to be an English and reli-
gious studies double-major with a 
minor in education in pursuit of a 
career as a youth minister or middle 
school teacher. 
The Highlander would like to 
congratulate Taylor and 
Christy for being honored as 
the student athletes of the 
month. 
ANNOUNCING ... 
THE HIGHLANDER'S 
ANNUAL COSTUME CONTEST! 
Want to show off your costume to your friends? 
Take a picture in your costume and send it to 
highlandersubs@gmail.com 
Selected costumes will be featured in the next 
issue of the Highlander! 
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Combatting the dreaded "Mid-Semester Slump" 
Mae Buer 
Sta.ff Writer 
It's Friday night, and you're at a 
loss for what to do. None of the off-
campus parties look too inviting and 
you've tried everything else you can 
think of to entertain yourself. Movies 
won't do; neither will music and pizza 
by yourself in the dorms. 
As you pull your headphones out 
of your ears and flip open your cell 
phone, you realize quickly that this 
unavoidable feeling of boredom is 
exactly what your older brother kept 
trying to tell you before you moved 
here. 
All those times he warned you to 
be wary of the "mid-semester slump," 
a time when all your usual activities 
cease to be entertaining, come to mind 
while you're sitting unhappily in your 
dorm room. 
After calling a few friends to ask 
them for ideas, you hang up the phone 
severely disappointed. No one has any 
ideas for you that won't cost gas money 
and then some. 
Does this situation sound familiar? 
Well, here is one rather awesome idea 
to combat that horrible "mid-semester 
slump" that plagues students every-
where: take a trip down Tennyson 
Street. 
Located in the heart of Berkeley's 
neighborhood, the stretch of Tennyson 
between 38th and 44th streets is home 
to a variety of shops, restaurants and 
art galleries. While walking through 
the neighborhood, I picked out my 
favorite shops and restaurants to visit. 
The Historic Oriental Theater 
"The Oriental Theater was built as 
a movie theater, but even in 1928 it 
hosted vaudeville and music perform-
ances. Through the 1930s and 1940s 
the theater flourished with daily fea-
tures that included the Depression Era 
concept of "bank night," where gro-
ceries and small household goods were 
given to lucky patrons. 
Under the new management of 
44th Avenue Productions, and after a 
six-month, $250,000 renovation, the 
theater presents a fresh face to the 
world. 
The renovation makes the Oriental 
Theater one of Denver's premiere 
entertainment venues - a live music 
theater that will feature comedy, 
drama, dance and independent film 
and will offer tableside food service 
during most performances, something 
"totally unique in Denver," reports the 
theater website. 
Dubble Dutch 
Known for its famous Best 
Sandwich of 2008 - The Amsterdam -
this locally-owned sandwich and sweet 
shop boasts a menu of fantastic home-
made sandwiches. Regis Ranger Bucks 
are taken as a form of payment. It's 
open from Monday through Saturday. 
Kriya Yoga Center 
"The Kriya Yoga Center was creat-
ed to provide a place in the community 
for people to learn ways to improve 
their lives through the practice of Yoga 
in Denver," says the website. New stu-
dents can take classes for $7 if they 
sign up soon! 
This small list isn't the epitome of 
what's offered on Tennyson Street. I 
recommend spending a day strolling 
the sidewalks and getting out of the 
"Regis Bubble" that most on-campus 
residents can't seem to shake. 
Search the shelves of the antique 
shop across the street from the 
Oriental, have a good exotic meal at 
one of the many good restaurants 
around the area and check out the 
numerous art galleries on every first 
Friday of every month - it's free! 
Whatever you do, get out of the 
dorm and have some fun. Kick off the 
mid-semester slump and enjoy your 
new interests! If you have any favorite 
places in the Regis area that you would 
like to share, write us at 
highlandersubs@regis.edu 
Foreign film review Coco Avant Chanel: before she was 
France's famous Mademoiselle 
Kelly Rogers 
Staff Writer 
I love the irony of seeing someone 
with a fake Chanel bag. It's like they're 
trying so hard to conform to what we 
somehow and somewhere decided was 
fashionable, and in so doing complete-
ly misrepresent the legacy of the 
woman whose name is now legendary. 
The truth is that Gabrielle 
Bonheur Chanel was different, 
unapologetically so. She wasn't con-
sidered fashionable (until she was). 
She was controversial, independent, 
and indisputably original. Frankly, she 
was exactly the kind of woman who 
wouldn't be carrying a logoed bag 
today. 
Just minutes into the 2009 film 
Coco Avant Chanel (Coco Before 
Chanel), French actress Audrey 
Tautou's sweet face contorts into a 
look of revolt and disgust when she (as 
Chanel) first meets Etienne Balsan, a 
man who would give Chanel her nick-
name and shape the rest of her life. 
Movie review: RED, brings the 
laughs and the action 
Michael DeGregori 
Staff Writer 
Red, an action-comedy starring 
Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman, John 
Malkovich and Helen Mirren, is not a 
movie which strives to be different. It 
does not attempt to defy cliches, be 
unpredictable or make any sort of deep 
point. What Red tries to do is be enjoy-
able and entertaining, a task which it 
meets and surpasses with resounding 
success. 
The plot is simple enough: a 
retired CIA assassin Frank Moses 
(played by Willis) is living a quiet and 
uninteresting life when his house 
comes under assault by a team of mer-
cenaries hired to kill him. 
After evading and dispatching his 
would-be assassins, Willis discovers 
that the CIA are the ones who want 
him dead, having marked him as RED 
(Retired and Extremely Dangerous). 
Willis sets out to find out exactly why 
his former employers want him gone. 
The mission reunites him with old 
friends, such as the mentally unstable 
and paranoid Marvin (played by 
Malkovich) and a former wetwork 
agent from the MI6 (played by Helen 
Mirren). Together, these retired killers 
set out to unravel the conspiracy sur-
rounding who gave the orders to have 
them killed. 
Red featured a cast of excellent 
actors with witty dialogue that had me 
laughing out loud multiple times in the 
movie theatre. The film is comedic to 
its core, never taking itself too serious-
ly and never missing an opportunity to 
provide extra laughs. 
The action is pleasantly over-the-
top without ever being cartoony (with 
the one possible exception of Bruce 
Willis exiting a moving car in a way so 
physics-defying I thought I could hear 
Isaac Newton weeping in the back-
ground). Overall, Red is a fun and 
thoroughly-enjoyable film for any fan 
of the action-comedy genre. 
If you have seen a ':'ovie an~ would 
like to write a review, emazl us at 
highlandersubs@gmail.com 
From there it's an hour-and-a-half 
-long journey through Chanel's life up 
to the time when she achieved fame 
and notoriety (thus the "Before 
Chanel" bit). Tautou (of Amelie and 
The Da Vinci Code fame) is breathtak-
ing in her portrayal of the embittered, 
cunning, disenchanted, yet genius 
Chanel, and American actor 
Alessandro Nivola's performance as 
her British friend and benefactor 
Arthur Capel is near-perfect. (His 
French isn't half bad, either!) 
Gorgeous cinematography and 
costumes and beautifully-written dia-
logue create a confection of a film 
which dares audiences not to fall in 
love with Chanel and her world, dark 
and complex though it may be. 
Do not let the threat of subtitles 
deter you from checking out Coco 
Avant Chanel; anyone who has ever 
seen a foreign language film will tell 
you that subtitles stop being annoying 
after just a few minutes. In any case, 
the acting in Coco Avant Chanel is of 
such a high caliber that it can carry 
audiences through scenes they may 
otherwise become lost in. The story is 
so well-written that by the stunning 
final scene, you'll forgive anything lost 
in translation. 
I definitely recommend putting 
Coco Avant Chanel on your "to-see" 
list; if nothing else, you'll have the 
overwhelming urge to don a Fedora 
and layers of pearls (I sure did ... and 
yes, I saw your stares all over campus), 
and you will take away a true sense of 
what it means to be yourself. 
Magnifique! 
You can find Coco Avant Chanel 
on DVD (with English subtitles) on the 
first floor of the Dayton Memorial 
Library. 
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Cure the boredom blues with with an afternoon on 
nearby Tennyson St. 
Photo by Mae Buer 
A glimpse down Tennyson shows advertisements for neighborhood events, 
happy hours, and other celebrations. This is one of the many areas of Tennyson 
that participates in the monthly, First Friday Art Walk. 
favorite shops and restaurants to visit. 
The Oriental Theater 
From the Oriental Theater web-
site: "The Oriental Theater was built as 
a movie theater, but even in 1928 it 
hosted vaudeville and music perform-
ances. Through the 1930s and 1940s 
the theater flourished with daily fea-
tures that included the Depression Era 
concept of "bank night" where gro-
ceries and small household goods were 
given to lucky patrons. 
Kriya Yoga Center 
From their website: "The Kriya 
Yoga Center was created to provide a 
place in the community for people to 
learn ways to improve their lives 
through the practice of Yoga in 
Denver." New students can take class-
es for $7 if they sign up soon! 
Photo by Mae Buer 
Tennyson store owners get in the Halloween spirit with lights and pumpkins to 
draw in customers this month. 
Under the new management of 
44th Avenue Productions, and after a 
six-month, $250,000 renovation, the 
theater presents a fresh face to the 
world. The renovation of the building, 
originally constructed in the 1920s, 
makes the Oriental Theater one of 
Denver's premiere entertainment ven-
ues - a live music theater that will fea-
ture comedy, drama, dance, independ-
ent film, and offer tableside food serv-
ice during most performances, some-
thing totaJJy unique in Denver." 
This small list isn't the epitome of 
what's offered on Tennyson Street. I 
recommend spending a day strolling 
the sidewalks and getting out of the 
"Regis Bubble" that most on-campus 
residents can't seem to shake. Search 
the shelves of the antique shop across 
the street from the Oriental, have a 
good exotic meal at one of the many 
good restaurants around the area, and 
check out the numerous art galleries 
on every first Friday of every month 
(it's free!). 
Whatever you do, get out of the 
dorm and have some fun. Kick off the 
mid-semester slump and enjoy your 
new interests! Mae Buer 
Staff Writer 
It's Friday night, and you're at a 
loss for what to do. None of the off-
campus parties look too inviting and 
you've tried everything else you can 
think of to entertain yourself. Movies 
won't do; neither will music and pizza 
by yourself in the dorms. 
As you pull your headphones out 
of your ears and flip open your cell 
phone, you realize quickly that this 
unavoidable feeling of boredom is 
exactly what your older brother kept 
trying to tell you before you moved 
here. 
All those times he warned you to 
be wary of the "mid-semester slump," 
a time when all your usual activities 
cease to be entertaining, come to mind 
while you're sitting unhappily in your 
dorm room. After calling a few friends 
to ask them for ideas, you hang up the 
phone severely disappointed. No one 
has any ideas for you that won't cost 
gas money and then some. 
Does this situation sound familiar? 
Well, here is one rather awesome idea 
to combat that horrible "mid-semester 
slump" that plagues students every-
where: Take a trip down Tennyson 
Street. 
Located in the heart of Berkeley's 
neighborhood, the stretch of Tennyson 
between 38th and 44th streets is home 
to a variety of shops, restaurants, and 
art galleries. While walking through 
the neighborhood, I picked out my 
I recommend spending a day strolling the sidewalks and getting out of the 
''Regis Bubble" that most on-campus residents can't seem to shake. 
Photo by Mae Buer 
The Oriental Theatre, a look into Tennyson's history from the 1920s to the present. Here Indie Films and Cult Classics 
alike play to entertain all ages and personalities. 
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS 
uesday, October 26 
Did you miss the Winter Coats 
and Warm Socks Drive? 
University Ministry and members of 
Denver Church held a drive for coats 
and socks that ended recently but 
donations are still welcome. Please 
contact Megan Fitzsimmons at 
fitxs9o6@regis.edu to arrange a time 
to drop off donations. 
Faithful Justice 
The Social Justice and Spirituality 
committe of RUSGA will be having 
this spirituality event each month. 
The focus will always be on social jus-
tice. Contact Kelsey Schmidt at 
schmi353@regis.edu for more infor-
mation. 
Wednesday, October 27 
Are you too busy to pray? Yet do 
you feel the nagging need for it? 
Author Kathy Coffey will attempt to 
offer solutions to questions such as 
these. Join her for conversation and 
lunch in the Mountain View Room in 
the ALC from noon to 1:00 p.m.. In 
order to prepare enough food please 
RSVP to mschaefe@regis.edu. 
Blood Drive 
HAC, the Health Awareness commit-
tee of RUSGA will be sponsering a 
blood drive today. Stop by the 
Student Center to donate! 
I Can't Believe They Said That! 
Bring your lunch and and open mind 
to a dialogue about disability eti-
quette. Learn how to act around and 
talk to people with disabilities over 
drinks and dessert (provided). This 
event will take place from noon to 1:30 
p.m. in Main Hall 333. 
Prots and Brats 
The "Feast of Faith" celebration will 
explore the Protestant Reformation 
and bring to light important aspects of 
the Protestant faith. Dinner is includ-
ed for a $10 donation, but Sodexo 
Meal swipes can be used. This dinner 
and dialogue will take place in Main 
Hall Room 333 from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 
p.m. and we be limited to 40 partici-
pants. Reserve your spot as soon as 
possible by emailing 
Chu594@regis.edu by Monday, Oct. 
25. 
Club Volleyball Sign Ups 
There will be a meeting in the 
O'Connell first floor classroom at 5:30 
p.m. for anyone interested in playing 
club volleyball. Players of any posi-
tion are welcome. Contact Kaytee at 
smith826@regis.edu or Jaymee at 
kau844@regis.edu. 
Thursday, October 28 
Botanic Gardens Free Day 
Looking for more ways to have fun on 
a budget? The Botanic Gardens hosts 
a free day for folks just like you. 
Picnics are welcome. For more infor-
mation on hours and rules go to 
www.botanicgardens.org. 
Catholicism in the Modern 
World Speaker Series 
Dr. Hahnenberg, Associate Professor 
at Xavier University and author of 
three books, will speak in the chapel at 
7:00 p.m.. For more details on this 
event contact Sr. Peg Maloney at 
pmaloney@regis.edu. 
Thursday Thrills: Ranger Idol 
Come watch fellow students rock it 
out and be judged by some well known 
members of the Regis community. Be 
in the Student Center at 10 p.m. 
Friday, October 29 
Last Chance For A Flu Shot 
Student Health Services will be offer-
ing flu shots on a walk-in basis in the 
Coors Life Directions Center on 
Tuesday, Oct. 26 and Friday, Oct. 29 
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and2:30 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m .. The flu shot will be 
free to faculty, staff and the Jesuit 
community and $20 for students. 
Friday Movie 
Make sure to get your free tickets in 
the Student Center at 3 p.m. Dave 
Law will announce the movie soon! 
Trick or Treat Street 
Watch and support the children trick 
or treating on campus. 
Women's Volleyball 
Women's Volleyball will be playing 
Chadron State at 5 p.m. Make sure to 
be there and support the team! 
Annual Halloween Costume 
Contest 
Head on over to the Student Center 
Cafeteria in your Halloween best and 
participate in the annual costume con-
test from noon to 1:00 p.m .. Everyone 
competing in the contest will recieve a 
free lunch from Sodexo provided they 
arrive in costume by 11:30 a.m .. 
Saturday, October 30 
Sustainability Bus Scavanger 
Hunt 
Sign up in the Student Center until 
October 27th. The bus scavanger hunt 
will be from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m. There 
will be a BBQ in the Quad after the 
hunt. In addition bring your cameras 
and a copy of the Highlander to take a 
picture with the Highlander some 
where in Denver and you could win a 
gift card! 
Halloween Party with RHA 
RHA and Choices will be having a 
Rocky Horror Theme Party. It will be 
in Walker's Pub starting at 9 p.m. The 
best costume will recieve a 25 dollar 
gift card. 
Golden Cemetery Tour 
This is the last night for a tour of his-
toric Golden, promised to be full of 
ghostly stories from Golden's past. 
The tour begins at 2:00 p.m. at the 
Golden History Museum. For more 
information on pricing and directions 
call (303)278-7151. 
Women's Volleyball 
Women's Volleyball will be playing 
Nebraska- Kearney at 3 p.m. Make 
sure to be there and support the team! 
Calacas Ball 
A traditional Dia de los 
Muertos celebration. Featuring music 
and costume contest. $10 includes 2 
drink tickets. 8:oopm-1:ooam. The 
address is 861 Santa Fe Dr , Denver 
and you can call at 303-571-4401. 
Sunday, October 31 
Last Day to Catch Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 
Looking to get in the Halloween spirit 
with a live performance of this classic 
show? The 73rd Avenue Theatre 
Company (on 73rd and Lowell) holds 
it's last showing of Rocky Horror 
Picture show on Halloween night with 
a special show al 8:oo p.m .. The price 
of tickets is $15, with shows every 
Friday and Saturday before 
Halloween as well. For more informa-
tion call (720)276-6936. 
Monday, November 1 
Communication Dept. Adivisng 
Luncheon 
Are you interested in being a 
Communication student or are you 
already? Do you like free pizza? If the 
above applies to you join current 
Communication students from 
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication 
Honor Society) and the 
Communication Department faculty 
for a luncheon to ask questions from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Regis 
Room in Carroll Hall. 
Course Booklets Are Available 
Spring 2011 course booklets are avail-
able to students today from advisors. 
Class Registration Schedule 
Only one will be given per student. 
Advising week begins so make an 
appointment with your advisor to reg-
ister for classes on your scheduled 
date. 
Halloween Costume Drive 
Do you have a great Halloween cos-
tume for a child that you would like to 
donate? If you didn't get a chance to 
donate before Halloween, donations 
are already being taken now for next 
year. Melissa Nix in Main Hall 214A is 
accepting donations for refugee chil-
dren. All sizes and types of costumes 
are welcome as long as they are clean 
and nice looking. Please consider 
donating a costume that you are no 
longer in need of to a child that would 
love it. If Melissa is not in her office 
you can give costumes to someone at 
the reception desk. 
Monday, November 3 
Music Student Showcase 
At 7:30 p.m. Regis students will be 
displaying their musical talents. Make 
sure to support the music department 
and stop by the Berkeley Church to 
watch and listen! 
Friday, November 5 
Last Day to Sign Up for Hockey 
Today is the last day of sign up for the 
Regis ice hockey team. The season 
begins and January and the fee is 
$300, with a $75 fee for jerseys. All 
Regis students are welcome. For more 
information or to sign up contact Kate 
Glaudemans at (303)552-4991, 
gluads76@regis.edu or Zak Adami at 
(469)995-5557, adami441@regis.edu. 
First Friday Art Walk 
It's the first Friday of the month, and 
that means areas across Denver will 
come alive with art and live perform-
ances. Tennyson St. is only one place 
tb catch the action, but perhaps the 
closest to campus. Enjoy food, friend-
ship and the Friday night atmosphere 
across Denver. For more information 
visit http://denverartwalk.square-
space.com. 
Saturday, November 6 
Rock Climbing Competition 
The Outdoor Adventure Program and 
PAC bring you - OAP's Annual Rock 
Climbing Competition. It will start at 
6:30pm on Saturday, November 6 in 
the Fitness Center. There will begin-
ners and advanced divisions for both 
men and women. Sign up at the event. 
Climbers and spectators welcome. 
Prizes for 1st and 2nd place in all divi-
sions plus raffle prizes spectators. Plus 
Free Food for all! 
0re-registration will be located in the Office of Academic Records and Registration, 4th floor of Main Hall, during the hours of 
8:3oam-4:oopm. Class standing is determined by the number of credit hours completed as of the beginning of Fall Semester 2010. 
This does not include work in progress. 
Senior ( 92 semester Junior ( 60-91 
hours or more com- semester hours com-
pleted) pleted) 
November 8 (Mon.) November 10 (Wed.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm A-D 8:3oam-12:3opm E-K 
12:3opm-4:oopm E-K 12:3opm-4:oopm R-Z 
November 9 (Tue.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm L-Q 
12:3opm-4:oopm R-Z 
November 11 (Thu.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm A-D 
12:3opm-4:oopm L-Q 
Sophomore (30-59 
semester hours 
completed) 
November 12 (Fri.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm L-Q 
12:3opm-4:oopm A-D 
November 15 (Mon.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm R-Z 
12:3opm-4:oopm E-K 
Freshman (0-29 
semester hours 
completed) 
November 16 (Tue.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm R-Z 
12:3opm-4:oopm L-Q 
November 17 (Wed.) 
8:3oam-12:3opm E-K 
12:3opm-4:oopm A-D 
